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ABSTRACT

Knowledge graphs (KGs) have proven to be effective to improve recommendation. Existing methods mainly rely on hand-engineered features from KGs (e.g., meta paths), which requires domain knowledge. This paper presents RKGE, a KG embedding approach that automatically learns semantic representations of both entities and paths between entities for characterizing user preferences towards items. Specifically, RKGE employs a novel recurrent network architecture that contains a batch of recurrent networks to model the semantics of paths linking a same entity pair, which are seamlessly fused into recommendation. It further employs a pooling operator to discriminate the saliency of different paths in characterizing user preferences towards items. Extensive validation on real-world datasets shows the superiority of RKGE against state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, we show that RKGE provides meaningful explanations for recommendation results.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Knowledge graphs (KGs) as an auxiliary data source have recently attracted a considerable amount of interest to enhance recommendation. They connect various types of information related to items (e.g., genre, director, actor of a movie) in a unified global space, which helps to develop insights on recommendation problems that are difficult to uncover with user-item interaction data only. State-of-the-art methods \cite{15, 28, 37, 42, 45} mainly extend the latent factor model (LFM) \cite{29} with entity similarity derived from paths (e.g., meta paths \cite{33}) in a KG, based on the intuition that paths connecting two entities represent entity relations of different semantics. Such an intuition facilitates the inference of user preferences based on item similarity for generating effective recommendations. Meta path based methods, however, heavily rely on handcrafted features to represent path semantics, which further relies on domain knowledge. More importantly, manually designed features are often incomplete to cover all possible entity relations, thus hindering the improvement of the recommendation quality.

The popularity of representation learning (RL) recently prompted a seminal work \cite{44} that exploits KG embedding to capture entity semantics for recommendation. In contrast to meta path based methods relying on handcrafted features, KG embedding based methods automatically learn the embeddings of entities in KGs by using the one level ego-network of entities with their properties. As a result, they have achieved higher performance than meta path based methods. A major limitation of these methods is, however, the disregard of semantic relations of entities that are connected by paths, which has been extensively studied in meta path based methods.

We therefore seek for a new data-driven method that does not depend on handcrafted features (e.g., meta paths), yet can capture the semantics of both entities and paths encoded in KGs for recommendation. Figure 1 illustrates the need for modeling path semantics for recommendation as well as the challenges.

Running Example. Consider a KG based movie recommender system, where Bob’s preference over SPR\(^1\) can be inferred by: 1) Bob \(\rightarrow\) TT \(\rightarrow\) Drama \(\rightarrow\) SPR; 2) Bob \(\rightarrow\) TT \(\rightarrow\) Steven Spielberg \(\rightarrow\) SPR. These paths capture semantic relations of 1) belonging to the same genre, or 2) being directed by the same director for the movies that Bob has watched. Hence,
we may infer that Bob prefers either movies belonging to the genre of Drama or those directed by Steven Spielberg. Based on these insights, we can recommend GWH (belongs to Drama) or SL (directed by Steven Spielberg) to Bob. This example highlights that different paths connecting a same entity pair often carry relations of different semantics. Typically, they are of different importance in characterizing user tastes over items, i.e., certain paths can better describe user preferences than the others. In the example, Bob’s preference over SPR may be driven more by his interest in the genre than by his favor for the director. To fully exploit paths in KGs for recommendation, it requires to capture not only the semantics of different paths but also their distinctive saliency in describing user preferences towards items.

To this end, we consider to adopt recurrent networks [5, 39] to learn the semantics of entity relations. Recurrent networks are capable of modeling sequences with various lengths, making it particularly suitable for modeling paths – i.e., sequences of different numbers of entities – in KGs. Most importantly, recurrent networks can not only model the semantics of entities (via an embedding layer [34]), but also those of entity relations by encoding the entire path, thus providing a unified approach to learn the representations of both entities and entity relations. Given different descriptive power of paths in characterizing user preferences, it is however non-trivial to model all relevant paths in KGs by the standard recurrent network architecture.

To exploit KGs for recommendation as well as to address the above challenge, we propose a unified recurrent knowledge graph embedding framework RKGE. RKGE first automatically mines all qualified paths between entity pairs from the KG, which are then encoded via a batch of recurrent networks, with each path modeled by a single recurrent network. The recurrent networks in the batch share common parameters to avoid over-fitting. RKGE is thus flexible in capturing different numbers of paths with various lengths that connect entity pairs. It then employs a pooling operation to discriminate the importance of different paths for characterizing user preferences towards items. Finally, a recommendation layer is seamlessly integrated with the network such that RKGE can be trained in an end-to-end manner. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that adapts recurrent networks to capture the semantics of both entities and paths encoded in KGs for effective recommendation. Extensive experiments on real-world datasets show that RKGE consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art with a lift of 17.84% in Precision and 11.82% in MRR on average.

2 RELATED WORK

This section provides an overview of state-of-the-art methods that utilize KG for better recommendation. They are generally classified into three types, namely graph based methods, meta path based methods and KG embedding based ones.

Graph based Methods. A line of research focuses on making use of KGs by designing graph based methods. Early work [7] proposes a method by applying the spreading activation technique [22] on KGs. This results in a model that provides lower rating estimation error and higher coverage for recommendation compared to those collaborative filtering methods using only user-user interactions. Later, Pham et al. [20, 21] propose HeteRS to solve recommendation problems in event-based social networks. They transform the recommendation problem into a node proximity calculation problem and employ Markov chain to solve it. After that, Catherine and Cohen [2] investigate a recommendation approach by adopting logic reasoning on KGs to infer user preferences. Recently, Chaudhary et al. [3] introduce RERA, a recommender system that adopts Personalized Page Rank to utilize KGs for better recommendation.

All these graph based methods are attributed to the underlying technique of random walk [6], which however can be easily biased to popular and centered entities in KGs. More importantly, they only consider the topological structure of KGs without considering to model the semantics of entities and entity relations encoded in the KG, thus failing to fully exploit KGs for recommendation.

Meta Path based Methods. Another set of methods utilizes KGs by designing meta paths, which predefine the specific format and length of the paths to capture different semantics carried by KGs.

Several studies leverage the relations of items connected by meta paths to boost recommendation quality. For instance, Yu et al. [41] devise HeteMF – a matrix factorization [16] framework with meta-path-based entity similarity. It decomposes the user-item rating matrix, meanwhile adopting graph regularization [31] to constrain the distance of latent vectors of similar items that are connected by meta paths. Later, they propose HeteRec [43] to learn user preference diffusion to the unrated items that are connected with her rated items via different meta paths in KGs. HeteRec is designed for implicit feedback and estimated by the Bayesian ranking optimization [24], and is further extended to incorporate personalization via clustering users based on their interests by Yu et al. [42].

Other work models the relations of user-user or user-item via meta paths. For example, Luo et al. [15] investigate a social network-based recommendation algorithm HetRec to model the relations of user-item, user-user and item-item by meta-path based similarity. In order to accurately capture semantic relations among users, Shi et al. [28] propose the SemiRec model and introduce the concept of weighted meta path, which aims to depict the path semantics by distinguishing subtle differences among link attribute values. Later, the same authors design a matrix factorization based dual regularization framework SimMF [27]. They design regularization terms for both users and items with the help of meta path based similarity. Similarly, Wang et al. [37] and Zheng et al. [45] also devise matrix factorization approaches by regularizing user-user relations with the computed meta path based similarity.

The success of these methods heavily relies on the quality and quantity of the handcrafted meta paths, which additionally requires on domain knowledge. This largely limits the capability of these methods for generating high-quality recommendation.

KG Embedding based Methods. The most recent state-of-the-art algorithm is collaborative knowledge graph embedding (CKE) proposed by Zhang et al. [44]. CKE learns better item latent representations by capturing entity semantics from KGs via TransR [12], showing the superior performance over other existing methods that exploit KGs for recommendation. However, it ignores the semantics of the relations between paired entities represented by paths, thus failing to fully capture KG semantics for recommendation. In contrast, our RKGE models the semantics of all the paths...
between entities in a fully automatic fashion using a batch of recurrent networks, meanwhile it learns the respective path saliency with a pooling operation. By doing so, RKGE advances the current state-of-the-art embedding based recommendation methods by fully exploiting entity relations in KGs.

Our method is related to graph embedding based methods, such as node2Vec [8], LINE [35], and DeepWalk [19], as proposed for network analysis (e.g., node classification and link prediction). However, they are not suitable for our case, as they all aim to learn entity representations in a homogeneous network, whereas KGs studied here are heterogeneous. We further note that graph embedding based methods have also been applied to other domains, e.g., semantic search [13, 14]. However, we mainly focus on methods that fall into the area of recommendation in this study.

3 RECURRENT KNOWLEDGE GRAPH EMBEDDING

Given user-item interaction data, our goal is to exploit the heterogeneous information encoded in the KG to help learn high-quality representations of both users and items, which are then used to generate better recommendations. The extracted representations are expected to fully capture the semantic meanings of entities and entity relations encoded in the KG. To achieve this goal, we propose the recurrent knowledge graph embedding approach (RKGE). The overall framework is illustrated in Figure 2. RKGE first automatically mines semantic paths between entity pairs, then employs a novel recurrent network architecture to encode different paths via a batch of recurrent networks. It further determines different path saliency through a pooling operation, which in the end, is seamlessly integrated with recommendation generation.

**Notations.** Table 1 summarizes the notations used throughout this paper. We denote the user set as $U = \{u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_m\}$ and the item set as $V = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n\}$, and use $R \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}$ to denote historical user-item interactions, with $r_{ij}$ indicating that $u_i$ prefers $v_j$ and 0 otherwise. We use $\text{entity}$ as a generic term to refer to all relevant objects (e.g., user, item, genre, actor) that can be mapped into a KG, denoted as $E$. The definition of KG is given as below.

**Definition 1. Knowledge Graph.** Let $E = \{e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_k\}$ and $R = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_g\}$ denote the sets of entities and entity relations, respectively. KG is defined as a directed graph $G = (E, R)$ with an entity type mapping function $\phi : E \rightarrow A$ and a link type mapping function $\psi : L \rightarrow R$. Each entity $e \in E$ belongs to an entity type $\phi(e) \in A$, and each link $l \in L$ belongs to a link type (relation) $\psi(l) \in R$. Finally, we use $P(e_i, e_j) = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_k\}$ to represent the connected paths between entities $e_i$ and $e_j$.

The KG investigated in this study can be considered as a heterogeneous information network, as there are more than one types of entities and entity relations included, i.e., $|A| > 1$ and/or $|R| > 1$. Figure 1 provides a toy example of the KG in the movie domain, where entities include user, movie and the corresponding attributes (e.g., genre, actor and director), and links describe the relations between entities (e.g., “rating” behavior and “acting” behavior).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notations</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$U$</td>
<td>User set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>Item set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>User-item interaction matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{ij}$</td>
<td>Observed and estimated ratings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>Entity set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Entity relation set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>Knowledge graphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P(e_i, e_j)$</td>
<td>Paths between entity pair $(e_i, e_j)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_l$</td>
<td>Path $p_l$ between entity pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{embedding of path } p_l$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Attention gate at current step}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_f$</td>
<td>Current hidden state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{\sigma}$</td>
<td>Current candidate hidden state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W$</td>
<td>Aggregated hidden state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>Linear transformation parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>Sigmoid activation function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{J}$</td>
<td>Objective function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1 Semantic Path Mining

To fully exploit entity relations in KGs, we first mine paths with different semantics between entities, which are then seamlessly fused into the recurrent network batch for effective recommendation. Due to the large volume and complexity of KGs, there are a large number of paths connecting entity pairs that may contain different entity types and relation types in different orders and with various lengths. To increase model efficiency, we thus devise two strategies to help select salient paths:

**Strategy 1.** We only consider user-to-item paths $P(u_i, v_j)$ that connect $u_i$ with all her rated items, i.e., $\{v_j|r_{ij} > 0\}$. These paths are most helpful for recommendation given our goal to recommend items to users. Moreover, they further include those relevant item-to-item and user-to-user paths as subsequences of user-to-item paths.

**Strategy 2.** We enumerate paths with a length constraint, i.e., only paths with length less than a threshold are employed. As pointed out by Sun et al. [33], paths with relatively short length are good enough to model entity relations, whereas longer paths may bring in remote neighbors and lose semantic meanings, thus introducing much noise.

We will also investigate how the lengths of paths can affect recommendation performance in our new context of knowledge graph embedding based approach and show in our experiment that similar results also hold. Guided by the two strategies, RKGE mines qualified paths with different semantics that connect entity pairs (i.e., user-item) in an automatic fashion, instead of manually designed and extracted features (e.g., meta paths) from the KG. These paths will be further processed by the recurrent network batch to automatically learn their semantic representations for recommendation, as will be introduced next.

### 3.2 Recurrent Network Batch

By regarding the directed path between user-item pair as a sequence, where elements in the sequence are the entities in the path, we naturally consider to adopt recurrent networks to encode the path.
This is mainly attributed to their capability in modeling sequences with various lengths and in capturing the semantics of both entities and the entire path between entity pair. Given that multiple paths with various lengths may connect entity pair, we devise a novel network architecture to capture all possible relations, which comprises a batch of recurrent networks, with every single recurrent network learning the semantic representation of an individual path. As the number of paths between different entity pairs is dynamic, the number of recurrent networks in the batch varies in accordance with that of connected paths between the entity pair. Besides, all the recurrent networks in the batch share the same parameters to further avoid over-fitting.

Assume $s$ paths of different lengths connect an entity pair $(u_i, v_j)$, i.e., $P(u_i, v_j) = \{p_1, p_2, \cdots, p_s\}$. Note that $s$ is dynamic, as different entity pairs may be connected with different number of paths. For any path $p_l$ with length $T$ in the format of $p_l = e_0 \xrightarrow{r_1} e_1 \xrightarrow{r_2} e_2 \cdots \xrightarrow{r_T} e_T$ with $e_0 = u_i, e_T = v_j$, the recurrent network encodes the path by learning a semantic representation for each entity and a single representation for the entire path. In RKGE, these goals are achieved by two network layers, namely the embedding layer and the attention-gated hidden layer, as illustrated in Figure 2.

**Embedding Layer.** For each entity $e_l$ in $p_l$, the embedding layer learns a distributed representation $p_{lI}$ that maps $e_l$ into a low dimensional vector, with each element of the vector representing the affinity of this entity to a latent topic, thus capturing the semantic meaning of the entity. This results in a representation of path $p_l$ as $p_l = \{p_{l0}, p_{l1}, \cdots, p_{lT}\}$, where each element denotes the representation (embedding) of the corresponding entity in $p_l$. This new representation will then be fed as input to the hidden layer to learn a single representation that encodes the entire path.

**Attention-Gated Hidden Layer.** To learn the path representation, the hidden layer considers both the embeddings of entities in the path and the order of these entities. It takes a flow-based approach to encode the sequence from the beginning entity of the path $e_0$ to the ending entity $e_T$: in each step $t = 1$, it learns a hidden state $h_{l(t-1)}$ that encodes the subsequence from $e_0$ to $e_{t-1}$, which is then used as input together with the embedding of $e_i$ (i.e., $p_{lI}$) to learn the hidden state of the next time step, i.e., $h_{lT}$. The final state $h_{lT}$ will encode the entire path, thus is considered as the representation of the whole path.

We propose to use an attention gate to better control information flows through path $p_l$, which has proven to be more effective than plain recurrent neural networks [17, 18, 40]. We denote the attention gate at step $t$ by $a_{lt}$, which is a scalar value between $[0, 1]$. The hidden-state at time $t$ is modeled as:

$$h_{lt} = (1 - a_{lt}) \cdot h_{l(t-1)} + a_{lt} \cdot h'_{lt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where the attention gate $a_{lt}$ balances the contributions of the input of the previous hidden-state $h_{l(t-1)}$ and the current candidate hidden-state $h'_{lt}$. The current candidate hidden-state is further given by fully incorporating the input at the current time step:

$$h'_{lt} = \sigma(W \cdot h_{l(t-1)} + H \cdot p_{lt} + b)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $W, H$ are the linear transformation parameters for the previous and current steps, respectively; $b$ is the bias term; $\sigma$ is the sigmoid activation function.

Finally, the attention gate is inferred by using a bi-directional recurrent networks [26] to maximize the exploration of the input sequence. We model the attention gate based on both the input observation at the current time step and the information from neighboring observation in both directions, formulated by:

$$a_{lt} = \sigma(M^T \cdot (\tilde{h}_{lt}; \tilde{h}_{lt}) + b')$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

where $\sigma$ is the sigmoid activation function to control the range of attention gate into range $[0, 1]$; $M$ is the weight vector and $b'$ is the bias term of the attention layer; $(\cdot)$ denotes the concatenation among vectors; $\tilde{h}_{lt}$ and $\tilde{h}_{lt}$ are the hidden representations of a bi-directional recurrent network model [26], performed as the summary of context information around time step $t$, given by:

$$\tilde{h}_{lt} = \sigma(W \cdot \tilde{p}_{lt} + H \cdot h_{l(t-1)} + b)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

Thus, $\tilde{h}_{lt}$ summarizes the path from the beginning to step $t$, while $\tilde{h}_{lt}$ summarizes the path from the end to step $t$.

Overall, by incorporating each qualified path (with a total number of $s$) between $u_i$ and $v_j$ into the corresponding attention-gated recurrent network simultaneously, the result is a recurrent network batch, with each attention-gated recurrent network encoding a single path. To avoid over-fitting, all the attention-gated recurrent networks in the batch share the same parameters. Finally, we obtain the hidden representations of all paths, i.e., the representations of the entity relations of $u_i$ and $v_j$. The different importance of these

---

**Figure 2:** The overall framework of RKGE, which describes the case of a user-item pair.
hidden states on modeling entity relations is then distinguished by a pooling operation, as we will elaborate next.

3.3 Saliency Determination
As there are $s$ paths linking $u_i$ and $v_j$, different paths may play different roles in modeling the relations between them. For example, previous work has shown that shorter paths may have more impacts than longer ones, as shorter paths often indicate a stronger connectivity with clearer semantics. Hence, we design a data-driven method via pooling operations [11] to help distinguish the path importance. Attention mechanisms [40] also seem to be one possible solution to address this issue. However, it generally aims to identify the importance of each element in a single sequence, while our goal is to decide the saliency of each path (i.e., sequence) between an entity pair. We consider to use pooling operations, which are designed to focus on the most important "features" of different vectors, thus are more suitable for our purpose.

For the $s$ paths in $P(u_i, v_j)$, their last hidden states learnt by the recurrent network batch are $h_{1T_1}, h_{2T_2}, \cdots, h_{sT_s}$, where $T_s$ is the last step of $p_s$ as well as the length of $p_s$. Based on this, we add a max pooling layer to get the most salient feature across all the paths. This results in an aggregated hidden state $h$:

$$h[j] = \max_{1 \leq i \leq s} h_{iT_1}[j]$$

where $h[j]$ is the value of the $j^{th}$ dimension of $h$. Furthermore, to avoid $h$ being dominated by a certain $h_{iT_i}$, e.g., a single path in $P(u_i, v_j)$, we also perform an average pooling operation [1] towards the last hidden states of all the paths. Their respective performance will be evaluated in the experiment section later.

Through the pooling operation, we get a final hidden state of all the paths between $u_i$ and $v_j$, i.e., the aggregated effects of paths on the relation of $u_i$ and $v_j$. We then adopt a fully-connected layer after the pooling layer to further quantify the relation (proximity) of $u_i$ and $v_j$, i.e., $\hat{r}_{ij}$, given by:

$$\hat{r}_{ij} = f(h) = \sigma(W_r \cdot h + b_r)$$

where $W_r$ is regression coefficient and $b_r$ is the bias term. We adopt a sigmoid function $\sigma(\cdot)$ to control the range of $f(h)$ into $[0, 1]$.

Once model training is finished, better representations of $u_i$ and $v_j$ can be achieved by encoding the connected paths between them via RKGE. Following [44], during the test process, we calculate the proximity score of user $u_i$ and items $v_k$ via the inner product of their corresponding embeddings [25], i.e., $s(u_i, v_k) = \langle u_i, v_k \rangle$. Inner product is used as it is more efficient than predicting a user’s rating via the network, which requires a time-consuming feed-forward pass through the whole network. Finally, we rank the items based on the proximity score, and recommend the top-K items with the highest score to $u_i$.

3.4 Model Optimization

Model Learning. Given the training data $D_{train}$, which contains instances in the form of $(u_i, v_j, r_{ij}, P(u_i, v_j))$, RKGE learns the involved parameters by minimizing the following loss function:

$$\mathcal{J} = \frac{1}{|D_{train}|} \sum_{r_{ij} \in D_{train}} BCELoss(\hat{r}_{ij}, r_{ij})$$

where $BCELoss(\cdot)$ is the Binary Cross Entropy between the observed and estimated ratings. Thus, we address the recommendation problem as a binary classification problem, the effectiveness of which has been proven by [9]. As Equation 7 and all modules of RKGE are analytically differentiable, it can be readily trained in an end-to-end manner. Parameters are updated by the back propagation through time (BPTT) algorithm [38] in the recurrent layers and by normal back-propagation in other parts. We randomly sample unrated items for each user as negative instances, the number of which is the same with her rated items. The paths connecting users and their negative instances are also exploited to help balance model learning. The detailed optimization process is described by Algorithm 1, which is mainly composed of two modules: the semantic path mining (lines 2-8) and the recurrent network architecture (lines 9-16) module, which includes the recurrent network batch (lines 11-13) and saliency determination (lines 14-15).

Model Scalability. We design a two-level parallel training mechanism for RKGE to improve model scalability. In each iteration of model training, the connection paths of all user-to-item pairs for individual users are fed into RKGE in parallel. Meanwhile, parameters related to the multiple paths between each user-to-item pair are simultaneously updated. As a result, the training time for RKGE on the two evaluation datasets, i.e., Movielens-1M and Yelp, (see Section 4.1) is around three hours and one hour, respectively. To summarize, RKGE is scalable to large datasets and KGs.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed recommendation framework, we adopt two real-world datasets from
different domains (movie and local business) for empirical study. The first dataset is IM-1M, which is built by combing MovieLens 1M\(^2\) and the corresponding IMDB\(^3\) datasets. MovieLens 1M is a personalized movie rating dataset, which consists of 1M ratings (ranging from 1 to 5) with 6,040 users and 3,706 movies; IMDB contains movie auxiliary information, such as genre, actor, director, etc. The two datasets are linked by the titles and release dates of movies. After mapping the two datasets, we have 6,040 users and 3,382 movies, and 756,684 ratings in the final dataset. The second dataset is Yelp, which is the Yelp Challenge Dataset\(^4\) released by Yelp\(^5\) and is available now at Kaggle\(^6\). This dataset contains user check-ins to local business, together with user reviews and local business information network (e.g., category, location). Yelp is much sparser than IM-1M, thus the performances of all the methods are expected to decline accordingly on Yelp.

We process the two datasets in accordance with literature \([2, 42]\) as follows: if a user provides a rating towards a movie, or wrote a review for a business, we set the feedback as 1, otherwise it would be set to 0. We split the feedback of IM-1M in the order of their timestamps, and use the older 80% of feedback as training data and the more recent 20% as test data. With Yelp we utilize the original training and test sets in the published version. The overall statistics of the two datasets are summarized in Table 2.

**Comparison Methods.** To validate the effectiveness of our proposed framework, we compare with several algorithms: 1) Most-Pop: recommends the most popular items to all users without personalization; 2) BPRMF \([24]\): Bayesian personalized ranking model based on matrix factorization (MF) \([16]\); 3) NCF \([9]\): neural network based collaborative filtering recommendation method; 4) LIBFM \([23]\): factorization machine is a classic feature based latent factor model, to which we feed item attributes in the KG as raw features; 5) HeteRS \([20, 21]\): the graph based recommendation method integrating KGs via Markov chain; 6) HeteRec \([42]\): latent factor model fusing meta path for personalized recommendation; 7) GraphLF \([2]\): the graph based approach using Personalized PageRank to infer user preferences via logic reasoning; 8) CKE \([44]\): the recently proposed state-of-the-art collaborative KG embedding based method that learns better item latent representations with the help of KGs.

For fair comparison, we remove the textual and visual embedding parts from the original CKE, due to the unavailable of such auxiliary information in the evaluation datasets. Besides, we take LIBFM as the representative feature based latent factor model, as it generally outperforms other counterparts, such as SVDFeature \([4]\), collective matrix factorization (CMF) \([30]\) and tensor factorization (TF) \([10]\). We do not compare with other meta path based methods (e.g., HeteCF \([15]\), SimMF \([27]\)\), as they are generally outperformed by either HeteRec or GraphLF. Note that we do not compare with RRN \([39]\), as it aims to study the impacts of temporal dynamics, which is beyond our research scope.

**Evaluation Metrics.** In alignment with literature \([2, 42, 43]\), we adopt Precision at \(N = \{1, 5, 10\}\), i.e., \(\text{Prec@N}\), and the top-N Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) \([36]\), as evaluation metrics.

\[
MRR_N = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \sum_{v_j \in \text{test}(u_i)} \frac{1}{\text{rank}(u_i, v_j)} \right)
\]

where we set \(N = 10\); \(v_j\) is the correctly recommended item in the top-N list; \(\text{test}(u_i)\) is the set of items in the test data for \(u_i\); \(\text{rank}(u_i, v_j)\) is the position of \(v_j\) in \(u_i\)’s recommendation list.

**Parameter Settings.** The optimal parameter settings for all the methods are empirically found out. We apply a grid search in \([10, 20, 50, 100, 200]\) to find out the best settings for the dimension of latent factor \(d\). A grid search in \([10^{-5}, 10^{-4}, 10^{-3}, 10^{-2}, 10^{-1}]\) is applied for the learning rate and regularization coefficient (including the 1/2-way regularization of LIBFM); for HeteRS, \(\beta = 10^4\). For HeteRec and CKE, a grid search in \([5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200]\) is applied to find out the best settings for the number of negative samples; the rest parameters are set as suggested by the original papers. We set the parameters of NCF as suggested by \([9]\). For RKGE, the number of hidden units is set to 32 on IM-1M and Yelp, which is selected from \([8, 16, 32, 64, 128]\) based on a held-out validation set. To avoid potential over-fitting, the dropout value is validated from the option set \([0.00, 0.25, 0.50]\) \([32]\).
by the proposed RKGE model. To understand the effect of different paths in characterizing user preferences, we compare two pooling strategies: 1) max-pooling, which focuses on the most important paths and 2) average-pooling, which aims at aggregating impacts of all paths. Hence, average-pooling avoids the result being dominated by a certain path. Figure 4 illustrates their performance on the two datasets, from which we can note that the performance of average-pooling is generally better than that of max-pooling. This supports our intuition that user preferences towards items are determined by combinations of heterogeneous factors and highlights the importance of a method that can make full use of these factors.

**Interpretability of RKGE.** By fully capturing the semantics of entities and entity relations encoded in KGs, RKGE can not only provide better recommendation, but also possess a better interpretability for user-item interactions. To demonstrate this, we first map for each user her rated items (i.e., items in training data) and the correctly recommended items (i.e., the intersection between items in her top-10 recommendation list and test data) into the KG, and then check whether there are semantic paths linking those items. For conciseness, here we only show the results of a randomly sampled user, referred to as Bob, in Figure 5. Similar observations can be obtained for other users on the two datasets.

In Figure 5, the items on the top are Bob’s rated items in the training data, whereas the items on the bottom are correctly recommended ones in the test data. For simplicity, we only keep four types of entities in the KG, i.e., movie, genre, actor and director. Several interesting findings are obtained. First, the correctly recommended movies are all connected to Bob’s rated movies either by similar preference from different angles with KGs, based on which generates correct recommendations. Second, most of the correctly recommended movies are connected with rated movies by different types of paths, instead of a single one. For example, “Raiders of Lost Ark” connects “Jaws” by “Adventure” and “Steven Spielberg”; “Air Force One” links with “Star Wars” by “Action”, “Adventure” and “Harrison Ford”. This implies that user-item interactions are co-influenced by different paths, possibly with different degrees, and that their joint effects can be effectively captured by RKGE, allowing it to provide recommendations with high interpretability.

### 4.3 Comparative Results

Table 3 summarizes the performance of all comparison methods across the two real-world datasets, where two views are created for each dataset: ‘All Users’ indicates all the users are considered in the test data; while ‘Cold Start’ implies only users with less than 5 ratings are involved in the test data. A number of interesting observations can be noted from the results for the two views.

**Performance on All Users.** As the basic recommendation approaches considering no auxiliary information, MostPop and BPRMF perform worse than other methods. This helps confirm the usefulness of KGs for recommendation. We further observe that BPRMF highly outperforms MostPop, which is mainly because BPRMF is a personalized recommendation method via learning individual user’s preference, whereas MostPop is a simple and non-personalized one.

By incorporating item attributes in the KG as raw features, LIBFM performs better than BPRMF, sometimes even better than existing KG based methods (e.g., HeteRS, HeteRec on Yelp), suggesting its
superiority in utilizing auxiliary information for effective recommendation. Despite this, LIBFM models entity interactions in a linear fashion, thus is intrinsically limited by its expressive power for capturing complex patterns. Well-designed neural network based methods are more capable of modeling complex entity relations, as shown by the performance of NCF. Although merely considering user-item interaction data, NCF sometimes even performs better than LIBFM, demonstrating the effectiveness of neural architecture.

In terms of the methods specifically designed for KGs, HeteRec outperforms HeteRS. The possible reason is that HeteRS is a graph based method built upon random walk, thus failing to explicitly capture the semantics of entities and entity relations encoded in KG, whereas HeteRec is a latent factor model based approach which exploits the relation heterogeneity in the KG by introducing meta paths. This verifies that semantic paths in KG indeed facilitate to generate effective recommendation. GraphLF is also based on random walk, yet it combines the strength of latent factorization and logic reasoning, thus achieving better performance than HeteRS and HeteRec. By learning item semantic representations from KGs, CKE generally performs the best among the four existing KG based methods (i.e., HeteRS, HeteRec, GraphLF and CKE), implying the effectiveness of network embedding for better recommendation. However, it ignores the relations of paired entities linked by paths, thus failing to capture the full semantics encoded by KGs.

Overall, when compared with all the other comparison methods across the two datasets, our proposed RKGE consistently achieves the best performance. The improvements w.r.t. Precision and MRR are 26.42%, 20.30% on average, respectively (Paired t-test, \( p \)-value < 0.01). This implies that the recommendation performance can be further boosted by appropriately combining the strengths of network embedding and semantic path mining on KGs.

**Performance on Cold Start.** Similar observations with "All Users" can be seen on "Cold Start". As in the previous setting, RKGE significantly outperforms (\( p \)-value < 0.01) the best existing method by 9.25% and 3.36% for Precision and MRR on IM-1M, respectively.

While on Yelp, the case is slightly different. The performance of RKGE is worse than CKE on some metrics (e.g., Prec@1, MRR). This is possibly due to the extremely low graph density of Yelp compared with IM-1M, leading to insufficient semantic paths for RKGE to take advantage of.

We further analyze the robustness of the compared methods for cold start recommendation. We observe that most methods are vulnerable to cold start users. This is because these methods learn user preference based on historical interactions, which contains very limited information for cold start users. Interestingly, CKE and RKGE consistently outperform other methods, implying the robustness of KG embedding for cold start users. RKGE further outperforms CKE, showing that the usage of path semantics by RKGE can effectively capture users' preferences even from their limited historical interaction records. Besides, we also notice that the improvement ratios of RKGE on "All Users" are larger than those on "Cold Start". This could be explained by the fact that different from other cold-start cases where cold-start users possess similar amount of external information as warm-start users, in recommendation with KGs, cold-start users have very limited number of paths linking entities in KGs. Therefore, the recommendation with KGs for cold-start users is more difficult.

## 5 CONCLUSION

Knowledge graphs have attracted a considerable amount of interest from the recommendation community due to its effectiveness in boosting recommendation performance. This paper presents a knowledge graph embedding framework – RKGE – with a novel recurrent network architecture for high-quality recommendation. RKGE not only learns the semantic representation of different types of entities but also automatically captures entity relations encoded in KGs. Extensive validation on two real-world datasets demonstrates the superiority of RKGE against the state-of-the-art recommendation methods. For future work, we plan to extend RKGE by considering the taxonomy of entity types in KGs.